Let 7(S) denote the reduced minimum modulus of a linear operator S acting in a complex Banach space X, and let / denote the identity on X. In this paper it is shown that for a (not necessarily bounded)
but in the present paper this term is reserved for the object studied in [2] .
Let tz(T) denote the dimension of Nix) and d(T) the codimension of 1. The existence of lim yiTn)l/n. Lemma 1. Suppose that N(Tk) C Rit) for k = 1, 2,-Then
Proof. Take x in DiT"+m).
For each u in NiTn+m), we have (3) d{x, N(T" + m)) = d{x -u, NiTn + m)) < dix -u, NiTm)). n-oo n >1
In particular, this limit exists if T is injective, and in that case piT) = lim ^oapiT")1''", where piT) is the minimum modulus as defined in [2] . Proof. From our hypotheses it follows that we may apply Theorem 4 in This last fact together with Lemma 1 implies that piTQ) = lim y(Tg)1//n exists. We shall show that piT) = piTQ). Choose k such that X, C NÍT ), and let P be the bounded projection of X along Xj onto XQ. Take n > k. Since X1 C NÍTk) C NÍTn) C DÍTn), it follows that x e DÍT") if and only if Px £ DÍT"), and in that case (4) Tnx = T"0Px.
Further, we have for each x in X dix, NiTn))<diPx, NiT"0)) < \\P\\dix, NiT")).
Together with (4) In the particular case that kiT) = 0, the constant 8 may be taken to be yiT).
Let T be a Fredholm operator. Define 8ÍT) to be the supremum of all 8 > 0 such that T -\I isa Fredholm operator and kiT -A/) = 0 for 0 < |A| < S. Since T is Fredholm, it follows from Theorem 3 that 8iT) is the great- In the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let S: X-» X be a bounded linear operator, and suppose that TST = T. Then yiT) > || 5" |j ~ 1.
Proof. Take x £ DÍT).
Since S is everywhere defined, x £ DÍST). Further, it follows from TST = T that Tx = TiSTx), and thus x -STx £ NÍT). But then dix, NiT)) = diSTx, NiT)) < \\STx\\ < \\S\\ • ||Tx||.
This proves the lemma. For each n, the operator B is a bounded linear operator from X into G and
Qn is a bounded linear operator on G. Since the series in (10) converge for all A in A, we have
From the formulas (8) and (9) it follows that there exist several relations between the coefficients of the power series in (10) and the operator T. We shall use these relations to show that the left-hand side of (11) is less than piT). We shall show that this implies that (17) T"+1kBJ"+1x=T"+1x, « = 0, !,-••, k.
For n = 0, this follows from (15) and the first part of (12). Proceeding by induction, suppose that TnKBn_lT"x = T"x for some n with 0 < n -1 < k.
Since x £DiTk + 1)C DiT" + 1), we have T"x £ DiT). Thus T"ÍkB ,T"x) £ DiT), and it follows that KBn_J"x £DÍT"+l).
Further,
T"+1KBn_J"x= T"+lx.
Also KQnT"x £DiT"+1) by (13). Using this in (16), we see that KBnT"+1x £ DiT" + l). But then it follows from the second part of (13), (16) and (18) that (17) 
